**Rim Exit Package #1(Single) #1.1(Pair)**

**Pkg #1(Single)**

1. Select SL-11HD-83”-CLR/DB (To match Door Finish) Note: CLR is default for Bone White Painted
3. General LFIC Rim Cylinder w/Schl “C” Keyway 1-bitted US26D/US10B (To match Door Finish)
4. Rockwood BF157 Offset Surface Pull 10” ctc US28/313 (To match Door Finish)
5. General C9016-AL/DB (To match Door Finish) Note: Surface Closer is tri-packed mounting
6. NGP 600-36” Surface Sweep CLR/DB (To match Door Finish)
7. SL-60K-96” CLR/DB/BW (To match Door/Frame Finish) 2” x 3” Keyed Aluminum Removable Mullion
8. General LFIC Mort Cyl w/Schl “C” Keyway 1-bitted US26D/US10B (To match Mullion Finish/26D on BW)
9. General C9016-AL/DB (To match Door Finish)
10. NGP 600-36” Surface Sweep CLR/DB (To match Door Finish)
11. NGP 425-72”-Mill ½” x 5” Saddle Threshold (Supplied with Frame Pkg)

**Pkg #1.1(Pair)**

2. Select SL-11HD-83”-CLR/DB (To match Door Finish) Note: CLR is default for Bone White Painted
3. General LFIC Rim Cylinder w/Schl “C” Keyway 1-bitted US26D/US10B (To match Door Finish)
4. Rockwood BF157 Offset Surface Pull 10” ctc US28/313 (To match Door Finish)
5. General C9016-AL/DB (To match Door Finish) Note: Surface Closer is tri-packed mounting
6. NGP 600-36” Surface Sweep CLR/DB (To match Door Finish)
7. NGP 425-72”-Mill ½” x 5” Saddle Threshold (Supplied with Frame Pkg)